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Change Log for MONITOR version 7.3.12 

 

General 

� BSAN-84Y9TL - E-mail address wasn’t selected on Customer/Purchase Order if the Reference was entered 
on several different rows in the Register Customer or/and Register Supplier procedures. 

� SSTG-8VGANM - Incorrect Order number was printed after using Save as… on an Order form tab in the 
Register Purchase Order and Register Customer Order procedures. 

� CSIG-8Y4CYL - News: Now you will find Find-as-you-Type (FayT) in the Arrival Reporting and the 
Customer Order Info procedures. 

� CSIG-8YRAE4 - MONITOR shut down with a program error if you tried to delete a Customer order that had 
a linked Purchase order. 

Manufacturing 

� RDJF-854C48 - The Final Reporting procedure didn’t display any warnings for rest quantity in the Material 
list for incorporated parts that not were reported in the Structure order. 

� KJAN-8RNJTC - If you had the M-order Info procedure open and the setting "Info procedures follow the 
active record" activated, when generating Manufacturing orders from the Manufacturing Order 
Suggestion procedure, MONITOR would shut down with a program error. 

� BSAN-8RWBE8 - It was not possible to make a printout of the Print Diff when you had synchronized a 
Manufacturing order with Preparation in the Adding / Replanning procedure. 

� FOHN-8V3KB7 - The Automatic MEDI didn’t start when printing from the Print Delivery Schedules – 
Subcontract procedure. 

� JLIN-8VTJ36 - Manufacturing orders could get status 4 even if the order had rest amount. This error could 
occur in several procedures, for instance in the Recording Terminal and Operation Reporting 
procedures. 

� JLIN-8XTACR - Material with shortage weren’t displayed in red in the printout of the Pick list in the 
Material Clearance procedure in the Manufacturing module. 

� CSIG-8XTG77 - The list types Total/week and Total/year with the alternative Show Capacity in the 
Manufacturing Order Log procedure displayed incorrect time and quantity. This error occurred when the 
setting "Allow reporting of multiple reject codes?" was activated. 

� CSIG-8Y3DLH - Empty rows were displayed in the material rows in the BOM / Operation List when you 
selected Show Instructions and/or Tools in the list. 

� JLIN-8Y495F - If the Setting "Linked requirement/supply planning for P-part (Lot-for-lot)" is deactivated, 
the system will no longer search for linked Purchase order numbers in the Adding / Replanning 
procedure. Now there is a new Menu item; "Show distributed purchase in italics" in the Order Info (F11) 
procedure to display the linked Purchase orders. 

Purchase 

� SSÖG-8RJEXB - If you entered a GAN/cust. no. manually in the Register Purchase Order procedure it 
could be overwritten if you loaded the order again in the procedure. 

� BKNN-8SYDA7 - If the Setting "Activate Authorize supplier invoices for payment by default for new 
suppliers?" was activated problems with making payments occurred for invoices that didn’t have Authorize 
for Payment. 
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� KFTM-8XCFMT - It wasn’t possible to filter the Supplier Invoice Log, list type Only total when you 
classified it on Supplier code. 

� BKNN-8XPBWN - MONITOR could shut down with a program error if you in the Register Supplier Invoice 
procedure added a row type in the Order link tab and then changed the row type, pressed the Link button 
and saved. 

� BKNN-8XZBRW - When you made payments with different Payment methods, incorrect Exchange rate 
could be saved if you didn’t close the Payments Out procedure between the payments. This error 
occurred when we implemented the function that the system should remember the last saved Exchange 
rate in the procedure. 

� LREM-8Y3H7E - Too few fields were locked for editing in the Register Supplier Invoices procedure if the 
supplier had Authorize for Payment set, and the loaded invoice already was Authorized for Payment. 

Sales 

� BSAN-7JDK7E - The Delivery List managed linked Setup price rows and inserted text rows differently than 
other delivery procedures. 

� JEDS-8J8DGC - News: The Delivery Schedule Log / Diff procedure will now display the value  
–Indefinite in the %Diff column when order quantity is changed to 0. The formatting of decimal numbers 
less than 1 is also modified. A new Classification on Part with sorting options is added. Classification on 
Period and Minimum diff are removed because this can be displayed by sorting in other list types. 

� LÅPN-8JCJEX - Incorrect Order number was written in e-mails to customer from the Flow Analysis – 
Sales procedure. 

� KJAN-8LUEFU - The Clearance list in the Delivery List could display a warning for negative balance even in 
the quantity was available. This error was caused because the procedure loaded clearances that no longer 
were valid. 

� SOLN-8RHJWC - Only Customer-specific forms were displayed when you changed Transport labels in the 
Delivery Reporting procedure. 

� JLIN-8RVHY2 - If you had Terms of payment as a default value in the Delivery List procedure, the Terms 
of payment was still not displayed in the Pick list. 

� FOHN-8RVKM2 - News: A new list type End-of-day manifest is added in the Shipment List procedure, this 
list will contain the shipments that are prepared during the day. 

� JLIN-8SNBH5 - The price on the Part was incorrect on the Part on the Cost/Income tab in the Customer 
Order Info procedure if you had an automatic Set up price row linked. 

� JLIN-8TA9FA - New added rows shall be excluded in the overflow control when you make deliveries in the 
Delivery List procedure. 

� SSTG-8TPC9G - It wasn’t possible to add Part rows from text rows in the Delivery List procedure. 

� KFTM-8WWBCU - When you printed the EC Sales List, an empty last page was included in the printout. 

� BKNN-8XGAQ4 - The heading Mail address is changed to Invoice address on the Payment reminder form. 

� ÖBRN-8XLA58 - The VAT Report – Sales in Poland could contain round off errors on the invoices Net 
amount and VAT amount. The VAT report did not round off the same way as the round off on the invoices. 

� JLIN-8XLDLN - Linked Purchase orders weren’t displayed in the Customer Order Info procedure. 

� LAHM-8Y2KG2 – News: It’s no longer possible to create Comprehensive invoices if you would like the text 
"Reverse charge for construction services is applied" on the invoice. If you try to create a Comprehensive 
invoice, it will automatically be a regular Invoice. 

� BKNN-8Y3A2U - The Voucher text on matched payments could be incorrect in the Payment Matching 
procedure if you selected the Matching files incorrect. 

� SSÖG-8Y3FB8 - When the Setting "Show available balance on order rows?" was activated, 0 available 
balance was displayed when you registered row type 6 rows in the Register Customer Order procedure. 
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� FOHN-8Y4A8Z - A change is made in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. The service Posten DPD 
Företagspaket 16.00 does not manage Cash on delivery as of November 1, 2012 therefore this service has 
been removed from the system. 

� SSÖG-8Y4CT9 - If you imported Sales forecasts by using MONITOR-to-MONITOR and the Sales forecast 
contained Blocked Parts, MONITOR would shut down with a program error. 

� LREM-8Y4FJA - The Invoicing Log procedure classified on Part number with list type Total didn’t separate 
the Part row and the Addl. order row if they had the same name. Now they will be displayed on different 
rows. 

� CSIG-8YAB2G - Every other Order number was used in the Customer Order Transfer when you had "From 
manf. company's order number series" or "New order no. from number series" for Order numbers in the 
Transfer profiles. This error only occurred in systems with the supplement Customer Order Transfer. 

� AFOG-8YAK83 - When you added Outer packaging (Pallet) by using the Package Management procedure, 
the Outer packaging didn’t get correct status in the database and was not included in the created shipping 
in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

� FOHN-8YBCS2 - The call could be on incorrect row on existing delivery schedules in the Import EDI 
Delivery Schedules procedure when the import file contained rows with lags. 

� AFOG-8YFKNX - The Phone number and Fax number fields on the SIS Waybill will now handle max 35 
characters. The SMS field will manage 80 characters. 

� AFOG-8YHHAG - News: DHL Economy Select by Apport/Fradok/Unifaun demands that GAN/cust. no. shall 
be sent in the EDI message for ExW (ExWorks) shipments. This affects the Print Shipping Documents 
and Dispatch Advice procedure. 

� FOHN-8YNCEC - The button for sending dispatch advice by e-mail in the Print Shipping Documents 
procedure wasn’t activated after printout if e-mail address was missing. 

� FOHN-8YNK6N - If you filtered the problem rows after importing Delivery schedules in the Import EDI 
Delivery Schedules procedure, the rows became reversed when you deactivated the filter. MONITOR 
didn’t manage to sort and present incoming delivery schedules if they not were sorted in correct order. 

� AFOG-8YQFX9 - The length on the field Zip code in the Print Shipping Documents procedure has been 
extended to 35 characters. 

Inventory 

� SSTG-8L8CCY - You could change to an incorrect Lot sizing rule by using Find and Replace in the Part List 
– Inventory procedure. 

� SSTG-8M5F4Z - It wasn’t possible to use costs with other Cost factor alternatives that the default in the 
Register Nonconformity procedure. 

� BSAN-8QKJV5 - Default values on a Budget chart didn’t work in the Generate Sales Forecast procedure. 

� BSAN-8T2AYM - The current budget value was not reset for the parts in the selection that did not get any 
new budget value in the calculation in the Prepare Annual Budget procedure. 

� CSIG-8XLG6X - You could edit the fields Customer code and Part no on the Forecasts tab in the Register 
Sales Forcast procedure when you had saved the forecast. Now the fields are locked for editing after 
save. 

� JLIN-8XTBB4 - Warehouses wasn’t displayed in the Part List – Inventory procedure when you selected to 
display several Warehouses in the list. 

� CSIG-8Y2AUK - Row type 6 rows (Underlying fictitious Part) weren’t displayed for Fictitious parts in the 
Print Pick List - Stock Order procedure. This error only occurred in systems with the supplement 
Warehouse Management. 

� SOLN-8YJ9KH - There was not enough space for long hyperlinks addresses for Parts in the Update Part 
procedure. 
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� BSAN-8YPGHL - You could rename existing forecast codes in the Register Sales Forecast procedure, but 
the rows were not updated. Now the P-code is field locked for editing on a saved forecast. 

Workshop Info 

� JLIN-857DD8 - MONITOR shut down with a program error when printing General message in the Update 
Messages procedure. 

� JLIN-89CAME - If an employee had changed Attendance schedule for a day and recorded Absence the same 
day, this Absence was incorrectly recorded against the regular schedule. 

� JLIN-8L2G2A - Employees with Fixed schedule that worked overtime during weekends didn’t get any Salary 
types recorded in the Recording Terminal. 

� JLIN-8M7GSW - It was possible to delete a Salary basis in the Codes procedure that was used as Addition. 

� JLIN-8N2CQT - Incorrect data could be created if several employees reported work simultaneously on the 
same operation in the Recording Terminal. Now the operations are locked for reportings until the first 
employee is done with his reportings. 

� MWIK-8NPHVT - An employee that had a flex schedule, but didn’t have flex rights could not clock out OUT 
overtime recording within the schedules flex zone. 

� JLIN-8XTAKY - During certain circumstances you couldn’t report operations that contained material with No 
Stock update in the Finish Work mode in the Recording Terminal procedure. One of the conditions that 
caused the error was that you selected manual material reporting. 

� JLIN-8YJFE7 - You got a warning in the Recording Terminal procedure that the material wasn’t reported 
when you had traceability and the setting "Traceability requires manual material reporting as mandatory?" 
activated even if you didn’t display the Material tab. 

� JLIN-8YPG5D - If you had the Start page activated in the Recording Terminal procedure, the Start page 
wasn’t updated hourly as the general Start page. The component Bulletin Board will now be updated every 
time anyone makes a recording while the other components i.e. Charts and tables will be updated hourly. 

Accounting 

� BKNN-8XT9ZK - The Loading List – Project procedure could set incorrect start date, which caused 
incorrect periods for the activities in the Lead time chart. 

� ÖBRN-8XVAFQ - The Loading List – Project procedure will now make calculations similar as the Loading 
/ Work Center procedure. Before the change the procedure didn’t take any notice to full time reportings 
for previous days. The time that was left on the activity was distributed equally on the number of days that 
the activity was planned. This made the information about lag useless. 

� BKNN-8YSBGY - When you had used many Projects and Activities, it could be impossible to register a 
cost/activity directly in the Register Costs Directly procedure. There was a limit in the database that 
made it impossible to register any more costs/activities. 

General Settings 

� AFOG-8UJBZH - When restarting (via dialogue window) after Form generation, the new form files were not 
copied correctly. 

� BSAN-8YFGHW - The Settings for how to create Nonconformities from different procedures and the manual 
text has been clarified. The text "101+=Own noncon. types" is changed to "Enter 101-999 for self-def. 
noncon. type" in the Settings. 

Management Accounting 

� SHYS-8YQKHJ - On a Coding ID where you had the Other term Product group combined with any Other 
term, nothing was coded on that coding method. This error occurred when making Posterior codings of 
Calculation diffs. 
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Product Configurator 

� CSIG-8RXK5W - If you used Save as… on a Configured order, MONITOR would shut down with a program 
error if you pressed Cancel on the new order. This error only occurred in system with the supplement 
Product Configurator. 

� CSIG-8VDAUE - Save as… on a Quote caused a program error if you changed quantity directly on the newly 
created Quote. This error only occurred on Configured Parts. 

� CSIG-8W6C4M - It took long time to load a Configuration if you had many Customer links in the system. 


